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PREFACE

Thr main object of bringing before the public this Anthology
of Arabic poems on Islam and its illustrious Preacher
peace of God be on him, is to place them within the reach of such

English speaking people as take a keen interest in the faith of Islam
and its propagation so as to enable them to see how Arabic poetry
represents and depicts the character of the noble Founder of Islam
With this end in view an English translation simple and faithful to
the original is given with foot notes explaining in full all allusions
to historical facta and events in the life of the Prophet and all
references to the Quran and the Traditions At the same time
the interest of such readers as read the poem with a view to study
the Arabic language for the sake of study has not been neglected
and in order to effect this end a literal version is given in the notes
where the idiom and the construction of the English language make
it imperative to make departure from a close version

After making all due allowances for the play of imagination on
which Poetry mainly depends for its excellence and in which the
Eastern poets indulge very freely it will be easy enough to see that
the representations and the pictures in these poems possess the
rare feature of not exceeding the bounds of propriety and reason
While the Prophet is represented as the best and highest model of
human perfection short only of divinity he is admitted to be afteral l
but a man and a servant of God All representations are well borne
out by historical facts and are sustainable by reason at least from
the point of view of Mahomedan theology Thus in fact poetry
here unable to hold its own against the grandeur and sublimity of
the subject gives way to reality and facts and dwindles into a
simple narrative

The first volume just offered to the public contains one of the
noblest poems in the Arabic literature of the Post Islamitic time
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anil one that gives a very faithful picture of the Prophet It has
besides the rare advantage that its images similes and sentiments
are such as will not fail to command the appreciation of Western
readers of the present time

The next volume will contain such poems as were composed
and recited in the defence and the support of Islam at its very outset,
by such persons as were well known for their high position integrity
of character vast knowledge and sound judgment They go far to
prove clearly that Islam was never based on violence force or use
of the sword but was only a form of religion founded on solid reason
and pure morality and quite in unison with the doctrines of God,
previously preached by Abraham Moses and Christ but merely
remodelled now according to the wants of the time Thus they give
a strong rebuff to those Christians who have so assiduously made
futile attempts to diminish the merits of the faith of Islam by their
misleading representations

I must here admit my conscious incapacity for so high an
undertaking to which dme justice can be done only by higher
abilities But I have an ample excuse in the fact that the cause of
Islam has equal claims to the best services of all whether
small or great in proportion to their abilities It only remains for
me now to appeal to the liberal judgment of my readers who bear
ing in mind the difficulties that are likely to beset the course of one
in my present position will I hope, never grudge me the favour of
overlooking any shortcomings in the work I will at the same
time be thankful to those who will take iihe trouble of pointing out
any faults they may find in the translation and the notes

The treatment I expect this book to receive at the hands of
the public is like what Scott expected for his well known poem
where he says

Though harsh and faint and soon to die away
And all unworthy of thy nofeler strain

Yet if one heart throb higher at its sway
The wizard note has not been touched in vain

My heartiest thanks are due to the following gentlemen who
have directly or indirectly helped so much the publication of the
work In the first place I owe much to Mr Mahomed A R Webb
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Manager of Islam Mission at Now York for Lis having first suggest
ed the idea in the second place to Mr Abdul Husain Abdulali
Faizullabhai Moochala a respectable leading merchant of Bombay
and Honorary Secretary to Mulla Sahib Abdul Husain Husam
uddin the late chief Mulla Sahib of the Daudi Eohra community
for his undertaking the publication of the work thirdly to Shumsul
Ularna Mirza Hairat Professor of Arabic and Persian Blphinstone
College to whose kind encouragement guidance and suggestions
the present work owes a gpod deal of success and lastly to my learned

brother Moulvi Shaikh Abdul Kadir a deep scholar of Arabic for
his having kindly revised the Arabic portion of the work

SHAIK FAIZULLAH BHAI
Adamji Peerbhai Arabic School

Queen s Road Bombay
Uth July 1893





I INTRODUCTION

A SHORT BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 01 THE P OET
The poet Sharjktddm Abi Abdullah M hjmlmed bia Sa eed/

al Misfee was well kndwn by his surname Bftsaree from Bushi rgj
to which one of his parents belonged The other being from
Dalas in Egypt he also got a compound surname df Dalilsaree
He was born in 608 and died in 695 A H

He cultivated the art of penmanship with great pains and fol
lowed it as his profession earning great distinction as an excellent
caligraphist He also took a good deal of interest in the study of
oriental languages and usages

His fame however depends not so much oii his proficiency in
caligraphy as on the several eulogistic poems which he wrote
about the Prophet Mohammad peace of God be on him, of which
three are well known Of these three the present one is the most
popular Next co mes the 1 poem known as Hamziah, a very long
sonorous and beautiful poetic production which redounds much
to the credit of its writer The third is a poem written in
imitation of the well known poem of Ka ab bin Zuhair al Muzani
who recited it before the Prophet and was rewarded with a scarf

Most of these poems were written at the desire and suggestion
df Zainuddin Ya qoob bin Zubair

THE OCCASION
that led to the writing of this poem was an event in the
life of the poet which he describes as follows The poet accord
ing to his own account happened to bo affected seriously
with paralysis which deprived one half of his body of its vital
powers arid motions He then thought of offering another tribute

Allusions arc often icade to parallel lines from it in the footnotes
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of devotion to the Prophet and wrote the present poem Invoking
the help of the Prophet and his intercession he fervently prayed to
God the Almighty with tears repentance and sincerity of pur
pose to grant him a speedy relief from the disease He continued
reciting the poem with ardent Zeal again and again till he fell
asleep In his dream he saw the Prophet who passed his hand on
the diseased part of the body and threw a Scarf on him which
gave him instant relief On Waking he felt himself able to move
He got up and went out of his house without informing any one
of what had happened He came across a pauper who asked him
for his poem composed in the praise of the Prophet during his illness

Reciting the first line exactly the pauper said that he saw it in a
dream recited before the Prophet Who continued moving to and
fro like a tender plant as a mark of his approbation and then invest
ed the reciter with a Scarf The poet gave him the poem and the
report of this incident spread out till it reached Bahduddin the Vazeer
of King Tdhir He sent for the poet and on obtaining the poem
took an oath to have it recited to him with bare head and naked
feet He and his people since then took great delight in its frequent
recital

It is said that Sa duddin P iric ee the seah keeper of the minister
afterwards Suffered severely from a serious ophthalmia which
threatened him with a total loss of sight In a dream he saw some
one bidding him go to the Vazeer and ask him to place the sacred
Scarf on his eyes for an immediate cure The Vazeer on being in
formed of the matter said that among the sacred relics of the Pro
phet in his possession he had no such thing as a Scarf But then
recollecting that it probably meant the poem of Busaree he took
it and placed it on the eyes of Sa duddin which he instantly found
permanently cured Such are the circumstances related to have
given birth to the poem and to have given it the name of

THE POEM OF THE SCAMF
This poem is regarded by the Mahomedans with deep rever

ence and respect and is generally recited and read on solemn occa
sions as an auspicious source of blessing Several lines are said to
have great influence in curing diseases removing sufferings and
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affording relief from distress and calamity if recited and read
repeatedly according to certain prescribed formula

CRITICAL REMARKS
This poem is one of the noblest poetical productions of the

seventh century after Islam It holds its own against any of the
best poems of the Abbaside timesin its florid diction choice of words
ease and propriety of expression,,perspicuity and charming eloquence
of language natural development of the train of thoughts the
subtlety of its transitions current and harmonious fl,ow of the
metre and absolute freedom from any kind of solecism The poem
abounds in a variety of images similes and metaphors vhich far from
being indistinct remote or forced are very distinct clear apposite
and happy and are such as add greatly to the graphic description of
the narrative and to a clear elucidation of the incidents alluded to
while monotony in the metre and the language is greatly relieved by
various verbal figures so much indulged in by the Post Islamitic
poets The fig ares of speech both verbal and rhetorical are such
as command deep admiration on account of their exquisiceness
elegance and propriety of application

This poem is universally popular throughout the Moslem world
jn consequence of its holding no polemical views and its tolerance
of views and opinions not shared by the poet

AN ANALYSIS OF THE POEM
Beginning with an exquisite allusion to the subject matter

J31 1 9 J aLslJj in accordance with the almost established custom

of introducing poems with Love Description vi the
poem gives a short description of the woeful plight of a tender
laver during his separation from his sweetheart 1 8 This kind
of introduction being incongruous to the sublime and grave
subject of the poem the poet in trying to avoid this incongruity
artfully gives it a better turn by calling in the agency of the
rcproachers who come to discover his secret love betrayed by his
tears and pale colour 9 12 Naturally availing himself of the
opportunity to expostulate with the lover he exhorts him to give up
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such light pursuits as being inconsistent with his old ago 13 16
While pointing out what the old age requires him to do instead
while showing the manner in which it peremptorily bids him
refrain from the indulgence of lust and passions 17 25 and
while proposing to himself to make the best amends for
the time he wasted therein 26 28 he slyly glides into his
main subject u 1 1 29 niz the panegyrics of the Brqphet
God s grace be with him

Proceeding to mention how the Prophet abstained from
worldly indulgences 30 33 how he called people to the wor
ship of one God 34 37 how he excelled all the noble prophets
that preceded him in social moral and mental qualities 38 40
how he was then as a reward invested by Gad with the
enviable rank of a favourite 41 42 the poet tells us how mankind
at all times being at a loss to comprehend his true nature notwith
standing his kindly taking every care not to try them with anything
beyond their capacity had to adm,it his claims to every greatness and
excellence short only of divinity he being but a human being after
all 43 56 and how while he stqod so high among the prophets
and commanded the best respect of the people he was always ex
tremely affable polite accessible and gentle to his people 57 61

The poet is here naturally led in a poetic strain to sing of the
wonderful and supernatural incidents that occured at the time of
the Prophet s birth and predicted his high mission 62 72

He then sings of the few out of many miracles showed by
him in support of the truth of his mission 73 94 the greatest of
them being the glorious and the inimitable Quran 95 108 and the
Ascension of the Prophet to the heaven 109 115 ending with his
being invested by God with honours and ranks too high for any
other prophet to attain 116 119

Thus giving a short and lively description of the warlike
deeds of the Prophet and of his noble disciples who assisted him
with their military achievements in support of his high mission
120 138 the poet assures us how ready and prompt he is in de

ending his own people against any calamities and in helping them
in their distress 139 143
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At this stage the poet reflecting on his past life and re
gretting the waste of his energies in serving and eulogising
worldly people which would rather compromise his interest in the
good of the next world makes amends by devoutly offering the poem
to the prophet j 44 149 and tenders his apology feeling confident
in the generosity pf the Prophet and the promises held forth by him
to his people which leave him no reason for despair even in spite of
thp enprmjty of his sins 150 152 Then gently hinting at the
object he asks for 4 f Lh 153 154 and not coveting the gain
of any wprldly good 155 he invokes the promised intercession of
the Prophet on his behalf on the day of judgment for the pardon of
his sins and crimes and thus consoles his despairing sinful conscience
156 160

After a short prayer for himself 161 162 he finishes the poem
j Ui t 4 1 very elegantly and appropriately with invoking the

eternal blessings of God on the head of the Prophet his followers
and his posterity in well rounded lines 163 165
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